
Learning for real: Sundial project 

by Teague Hartford 

 

Once I started to become more educated about gifted services in public education, I sought out ways in 

which I could share the information and possibilities with my fellow educators. The usual gifted services 

programs are just that, programmed. They are not organic structures, growing out of genuine needs, 

watered with real possibilities for exploration. For real changes in learning to happen within a system 

which all too often forfeited possibilities in favour of tradition, this required that I go find individual 

teachers who may be open to doing things a little differently and pique their interest. I would ask them 

if I could visit them in their classroom and make an appointment if they said yes. I’d ask them what they 

were teaching, what students were learning; I’d look at some student work, ask what was most 

frustrating. Lots of questions. But not enough to make them defensive. It was a perilous balance. 

 

One of the teachers who decided to give it a whirl was an upper level mathematics teacher with a 

reputation as a serious hard ass. Not sure I ever saw the woman smile. She came to me one morning in 

the library before the first bell rang. 

 

“I have eight youngins in my trig class who already understand what we’re studying and another 30 who 

are completely lost,” she came right to the point. 

“Okay” I said, shrugging and looking her in the eye. Eight math geeks I thought; no problemo. 

 

I smiled inside; trigonometry no less. Something else I was completely clueless about but was supposed 

to teach. But that wasn’t a problem, given what the students at the academy had taught me. I knew that 

a teacher didn’t need specific information to teach; I simply needed to be willing to learn enough to 

guide them through designing and implementing a project that would allow them to cement their 

learning through a creative effort together. Teachers don’t need to know anything other than how to 

learn. That’s what we really impart when we really teach. For me, teaching is about blindly leading the 

sighted into places that demand they close their eyes and reach for each other’s hands, move toward a 

deeper understanding within themselves, in the context of their own life. 

 

“Well,” she wanted to know, “How does this work?” 

“When do you have them?” I asked. 



“Eighth period,” she said.  

I shrugged again. “Send them over,” I suggested. “We’ll figure out a project for them to show what they 

know.” 

 

I don’t believe we truly learn something until we use the knowledge attained to create something new 

or fresh with it or with the questions that rise out of the knowledge. Creative educational ventures often 

yield answers to questions asked and unasked, known and unknown. We’ve replaced this genuine 

knowledge in the US , this knowing in our bones and being, with measuring how well someone can 

vomit rote facts. It’s a tragedy. 

 

I already knew the students fairly well; they were in my honor’s English class as well as on the growing 

list of “gifted” students warranting services. We met later that day as I recall; they strolled into the 

library, excited, aloof, wary, curious, the whole gamut. They plunked themselves down at one of the big 

wooden library tables and assumed their positions, you know, the ones we’ve all donned by the age of 

14 as a permanent full body armor to keep themselves safe out there in the emotional trenches of 

teenville. These were the “cream of the crop”, as they were referred to by some of the teachers and 

administrators, and yet there was only one with any sense of awareness and presence. Presence and 

awareness are rarely taught or conveyed in public education, other than using tools in a shop class or 

yoga in phys ed. The students who shine like beacons for others are true to themselves and 

compassionate with others as much as possible, even in the public high school arena. I knew this young 

man’s folks; they also had a penchant for looking a person in the eye, practicing kindness and 

compassion, demanding respect by respecting others - not common qualities in my experience, but ones 

which can certainly be passed on via both nature and nurture. Being present and aware was valued and 

taught at home, allowing him to share such things with his fellow learners. Extremely rare. 

 

When a group of learners contains one person with natural presence, just one who has resisted donning 

the cloaks of the ignorance and drama which serve as prevalent defense mechanisms in our young 

people’s world, it allows things to happen that otherwise wouldn’t occur, and with a fraction of the 

effort on the teacher’s part. A natural leader, which is what these folks often become in the larger 

world, for they are not ever followers of anything but their own questions and longings, works to inspire 

and coalesce fellow students with such ease that the teacher often simply stand back and offers help; it 

becomes more a matter of watching something amazing unfold than it is leading anyone anywhere. 



Without such a beacon in a group, the teacher must feed the students’ questions and creative ideas as 

though feeding kindling to a spark to start a campfire. With one person wide awake, the fire sparks and 

grows astonishingly quickly. I become a fire tender. 

 

I never begin a class or project without pausing enough to get everyone quiet, and despite everyone 

telling me it was impossible to do in a public school setting, I recited a poem or sang a song with 

students as a group. It clears the air and gets everyone into the same room at the same time, among 

other things. 

 

“Welcome everyone,” I said quietly to those listening, immediately catching the attention of some of the 

more attentive drama queens, who quieted rather than miss anything. And of course, being southern 

stock youngins with home trainin’, they shooshed each other and looked up to meet my gaze.  

 

So, what poem?” I asked, as they had by now memorized a decent number of poems and songs to 

choose from. Someone suggested we do The Jabberwocky, as I had recently let them know its author 

was a genius mathematician. We stood together in a small circle around the table and recited the piece 

lively enough to warrant the librarian’s glare. Oh well. 

 

“Okay,” I said once everyone sat back down. “How much do you know about why you’re here?” 

 

This is always the first thing to establish – knowns and unknowns. Establishing common understanding is 

a step all too often forgotten in an attempt to achieve something haphazardly in a given amount of time. 

It requires some time and effort but without it, there is no basic understanding from which to move as a 

group and so it is doomed to be a sporadic effort led by the same people all the time. 

 

It’s a common thread throughout learning in schools, all grades, ages, levels, studies – in a group, the 

same people do all the work, every time. It’s why serious learners and creators feel encumbered by 

group work; it isn’t group work – it’s the most responsible, creative, and organized people being made 

responsible for several other students. I’m sure this rings true for many folks out there. 

And, of course, I was greeted with the usual range of responses. 

 



“She’s sick of us,” someone offered, overlapped by laughter and several other responses. “We’re a pain 

in the butt,” “We’re going to bake cookies?”, “We’re here to save humanity!” and so on.  

“Okay,” I summarized. “Use what you know. Your teacher isn’t particularly prone to tossing you out 

because she’s sick of you. You went from being bored in a trig class to a meeting w me as your mentor 

for gifted services in the library. What could it be?” 

They had no clue. Seriously. Not a one. 

“Tell us,” they cried out, not being the kind of students who have much experience and therefore no 

tolerance of “not getting it” immediately. 

 

This entire group of kiddos sought to grab onto information and hold it high before others as though 

some sort of an award. It’s what they did; it’s why they were valuable to their family members and 

teachers. 

 

“You tell me first,” I sat down at the table with them with a notebook and pen and suggested they may 

wanna take notes too. They immediately scrambled for their backpacks and rifled through to get what 

they needed. Some, of course, sought more exact instructions. 

“What should we put the notes in? Pen or pencil Miss?” and the constant question I faced here, “Is this 

gonna be graded?” I took a deep breath. 

“None of this is graded,” I said. “I’m not here to grade; I’m here to learn as much as I can.” 

I will admit that I was always more a philosophy teacher than anything else.  

“You’re all here because you understand what your class is studying and your teacher said you were 

bored,” I looked around to see the responses – quizzical, concerned, fearful even, some interest, a 

couple of lights. “So, tell me, what exactly do you understand about what she’s teaching right now?” 

Of course, one must always be prepared for the most literal of brilliant students. 

“We aren’t there right now,” someone offered, only half in jest, “We don’t know exactly what she’s 

teaching.” 

 

Thankfully, he was checked by his neighbors’ disgusted moans and I didn’t need to respond. I’m not sure 

I would have anyway, as I prefer to focus on what is possible, rather than on what is trying to pull 

attention away from what is possible. My silence and open gaze, pen poised over paper, inspired them 

to continue in a more fruitful vein. 

 



All too often, teachers and parents move to fill the empty spaces of not knowing in an effort to comfort 

and control. We all know that when we fill an empty space, no one else can. I was primarily there for 

them, not me, and so my discomfort at silent, empty places was of no consequence. I wasn’t there to fill 

them; in fact, I was there to create the spaces, allow them, and to teach the young people how to do the 

same thing. So that when they don’t know in life, rather than rushing to fill the void with ignorance and 

fancy, they’ll have the ability to sit and wait and question and investigate and listen and then, perhaps 

better understand the information when it is revealed. Better understand what to do with it. Where it 

fits. They need to learn how to milk those empty quiet places, to see what is there before throwing 

something in just because it may fit. 

 

Given how lost they were at this point, I suggested they all write down everything they could in the next 

three minutes in regard to what they were learning in the trig class as specifically as possible. Now they 

could focus individually on what they knew and getting it down on paper as fast as possible. They knew 

this game better, though of course some sought further parameters. I refused, looked at the clock to let 

them know time had started. That got them, and within seconds everyone was scrambling to write 

down everything they knew about coordinate systems. 

 

“Okay,” I announced, “Times up. Who wants to read first? And make sure you take notes so everyone 

has the cumulative knowledge.” 

These being well-mannered youngins, hands were raised. 

“Just go ahead and read when you’re ready,” I reminded them. “Try to be aware enough of each other 

that you don’t need permission to speak.” 

 

They looked around at each other, afforded the usual herd glances and hints to each other. Pecking 

orders are not just for chickens. I was continually amazed at how few skills teenage people had available 

in regard to presence, awareness, attention, integrity. Scary really. But these are not valued by our 

society unless they make money. And so why would we teach them to our children? Why would they 

emulate them? 

 

One by one they read, some more general and pondering, some more specific, some included formulas. 

I simply kept reminding them to get it all down, urged questions and clarifications. The library where we 

were meeting wasn’t actually called a library anymore, having been re-designated a media center and 



now boasting rows of shiny new computers. They caught my eye as I listened to them read. Here was 

something I hadn’t had as a tool or resource previously; here was something these students were all too 

familiar with as they were growing up alongside the growing computer and internet era. When the last 

person finished, I suggested they go as a pack over to the computers and find a project on the internet 

that they could design and implement together – something real – something that would use as much of 

what they had written down as possible. I went back to some other work; they were off and running. 

 

The next day, they presented a plan. They were going to create a sundial, but not just any sundial, a 

sundial for the elementary school playground that used the human form standing in the middle as its 

gnomon. Nicely done. My role became purely advisory. In a small town setting like this, these students 

had been in the same learning groups since childhood, except that now there were more black faces 

included in the circle due to my having changed the parameters. But this wasn’t problematic to any 

sense of group cohesion; they’d been playing sports and picking crops together for years. Generations in 

fact. I helped with making lists and securing materials, tools, permissions for this and that. Every day for 

about a week, rather than go to trig, they’d report in to me, make an intention for the day, create lists, 

dispense tasks, and get to work. Near the end of the project, we headed up to the elementary school 

playground for some minor construction. Within a few days, they had created something they hadn’t 

even known was possible a couple of weeks ago; they had further coalesced as a creative, collaborative 

group of learners; and they had gifted the younger children and elementary teachers with a new 

instructional playground toy.  

 

We held an opening ceremony one Saturday afternoon, cut a ribbon and served refreshments. I like to 

follow through with things clearly until they end, and I believe in ceremonies and rituals as a way to both 

signify and celebrate the endings. Of course, my original ceremony only included classmates and 

parents, but the principal and math teacher saw an opportunity and ran with it. The one county 

newspaper was there, board members, everyone. I stepped back, let the students talk it up, left early, 

quietly. There is always a danger that a teacher be mistaken for the wonder they cultivate in the 

children; I never wanted any of that at the academy when folks started to mistake me for the amazing 

progress their child was making, and I wanted no part of it here. My job was to make sure they got a 

copy of the newspaper story for their personal files as such things would be handy when they would be 

applying for university in a couple of years. 

 


